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PRISM
OPNS Mission
OPNS strives to be the
premier integrated health
care delivery system in
Southeast Michigan,
recognized by our
patients, physicians,
providers, and payors
as providing the highest
value in care and
services.

The All New PRISM report is now publishing into the registry
(Under ADT Report Tab). This report can be used to help track
your patients with PRISM 1,2 (Critical Patients) to provide the
necessary care and follow up.

OPNS Informatics
The OPNS Informatics
team is providing you
with the tools.
We’re also here to help.
Let’s use the tools to
build our Patient
Centered Medical Home
and create our Patient
Centered Medical Home
Neighborhood.
Shillan Alhowrami
salhowrami@opns.org
(248) 682-0088
ext. 116
Yasir Bakko
ybakko@opns.org
(248) 682-0088
ext. 120
Iain Rhodes
irhodes@opns.org
(248) 682-0088
ext. 135

Direct Secure Email Address
Do you have a direct secure email address through your EMR?
The OPNS Informatics Team has collected and generated the
OPNS Direct Address report to be given to all physicians.
Having a direct address and sending clinical summaries direct to
direct is one of the ACI measures in MIPS.

Physician Direct Focus Attribution
OPNS is in the process of enhancing the attribution model within
the registry. We greatly appreciate your feedback.
Please continue to send real patient examples to the OPNS
Informatics Team to get these issues resolved.
** Please Fax record to 248-682-6044 with attention OPNS
Informatics to ensure HIPAA compliance.

PDCM
OPNS has developed a combined list for BCBSMA and BCBS Commercial PDCM (Provider
Delivered Care Management) population. The list is available under reports, BCBSM on
Physician Direct Focus.

The PDCM list highlights any applicable diagnosis for each patient. It includes the IP/ED hospital
visits within the last six months. A prospective risk score generated based on the provided diagnosis is included as well.

Note that each column can be hovered over to provide additional details for what the column is
including.

OPNS Unmet Measure Reports
OPNS Unmet Measure Reports are now
publishing monthly. Keep an eye on the
notifications tab on Physician Direct Focus
so that you know when they are published!

OPNS CQ Scorecards
OPNS CQ Scorecards will now be published
on the first weekday of each month. Please put
this on your calendar to pick up your CQ
Scorecards monthly!
These Scorecards now include BCBS, BCN,
HAP, Meridian, and Priority!

OPNS eConsult top 10 physicians for
both referrals sent and referrals worked
in July 2018.

OPNS Second Quarter Newsletter 2018
Now available electronically!

Yasir’s Consult Contest

For Specialists:
Please mark your consults complete once
you are done seeing the patient.
For PCPs:
Please close your consults once you
receive visit notes from specialists.
Our highest utilizers will be announced at
the end of each month. The highest
utilizer will receive a special prize!
Congratulations to Shayla from
MHP Kingswood Internal Medicine!
Winner of July’s Consult Contest!

Shillan Sightings

Find Shillan on the OPNS website.
https://secure.opns.org/portal/

Contact the OPNS team if you need
logins.
Email the Shillan Sighting location to
info@opns.org by the end of the month.
Drawing winner gets a box of Tim Horton’s
Timbits to go with a $25 gift card!

